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ABSTRACT
In this fast and ever growing pharmaceutical field companies are striving hard to maintain their market shares in this highly competitive
environment. There is high demand on the firms to process the orders faster and provide customers with better information on order status and
simultaneously manage compliance with legal and regulatory requirement. To achieve this companies are trying to adapt to novel management
tools which are capable of assimilating real-time information flows across supply-chain touch points with ease. But manufacturers are facing serious
technical challenges in terms of process and data flows - especially when it comes to integrating the information of systems controlling individual
customer, supplier and production functions. To resolve this integration challenge, enterprise resource planning (ERP)- software programs
provides the answer by coordinating information in every area of business by using shared management reporting tools and a common database as
a means of gaining all that important "single version of the truth". Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) as a supply chain management tool allows
customizable web services to make it simple and quick to connect with suppliers, logistics providers and customers and enable seamless real-time
data exchange and process sharing. In this article, I have put on effort to give a brief overview of ERP systems and highlighted its implications on
Supply Chain Management.
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INTRODUCTION
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)[1]
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) programs are core software
programs used by companies to relate information in every business
area. ERP (pronounced “E-R-P”) programs help to manage all the
business processes within a company, using a common database and
shared management reporting tools. ERP software supports the
efficient operation of business processes by integrating throughout
the business tasks related to sales, marketing, manufacturing,
logistics, accounting, and staffing and helps in optimization of
overall organization that includes sharing and exchange of
information from a common database. Simple example like
processing and tracking of customer orders in different departments
is difficult at times. But with ERP any department can track the
status of customer’s order through central database.
DISCUSSION
Rationale for ERP systems introduction [2]
Historically, the functional areas of the industries maintained
independent information systems. Systems were not designed to
interface with one another and exchange of information was mostly
paper based which led ineffective management and decision making.
This triggered the need for the introduction of ERP systems, which
allows a company to unite its information handling.

(A/F), and Human Resources (HR), Before the introduction of ERP
all the functional areas of an industry worked individually with unintegrated information systems that supported only the activities of
individual business functional areas, which posed a problem in
sharing real time information between various departments which
ultimately resulted in unnecessary time delay in achieving
company’s goals. But the introduction of ERP software allowed the
company to unite its information handling and thus promoting
efficient operation and decision making.
Supply chain management (SCM) [5]
Supply chain management (SCM) is the oversight of information,
finances and materials, as they move in a process from various
parties within a supply chain like supplier to manufacturer to
wholesaler to retailer and finally to consumer. The main role of
Supply chain management includes integrating and coordinating
these flows among and within companies. The ultimate goal of any
effective supply chain management system is to reduce inventory.
Supply chain management flows can be divided into three main
flows:



The product flow- which includes the movement of goods from
a supplier to a customer, as well as any returns from the
customer.
The information flow- revolves mainly around receiving and
dispatching orders and updating the delivery status.
The finances flow-The financial flow consists of payment
schedules, consignment and title ownership arrangements and
credit terms

Evolution of ERP software [3]



In 1970s- Materials Requirement Planning (MRP) was designed to
assist the manufacturing process, which focused on resources
needed to accomplish scheduled production and time of their
requirement.

SCM Software can be classified into two types:

In 1980s-Materials Requirement Planning (MRP ll) was designed,
which expanded the approach to production planning by
incorporating non production data from marketing and finance
(What should be made?). In 1990s -Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) expanded the concepts of MRP ll to all the business functions
i.e integrated planning focus (how best we can operate).
Effect of ERP on functional areas of an organization [4]
The functional areas of operation of an industry are: Marketing and
Sales, Supply Chain Management (SCM), Accounting and Finance




Planning applications – which use advanced algorithms to
determine the best way to fill an order.
Execution applications- Execution applications track the
physical status of goods, the management of materials, and
financial information involving all parties.

What can ERP do for the supply chain management? [6][9]
Earlier, the software vendors tried to fit a single ERP solution for
diverse industry verticals, which resulted in shortfalls in the levels
of support needed for industry terminologies and industry-specific
complexities in the manufacturing operations. Today's next-
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generation out-of-the-box, supply-chain-management-specific ERP
solutions effectively streamline and automate the business
processes across the supply chain. Apart from delivering all that
important data unity within the enterprise, today's ERP solutions
use customisable Web services to make it simple and quick to
connect with suppliers, logistics providers and customers and
enable seamless real-time data exchange and process sharing. ERP
employs proven business processes for decision making and
provides high degrees of cross functional integration among sales,
marketing, manufacturing operations, financial accounting, logistics,
new product development, Supply chain management, Customer
relationship management and human resources Powerful inventory
management tools help to improve forecasting and planning, so
supply and inventory levels can be fine-tuned to customer demand.

Supply chain inventory management system

Key elements to SCM [7]

SCM transportation and logistics management system

SCM covers the design, planning, execution, control and monitoring
of all activities regarding supply with the objective of creating
building a competitive infrastructure, net value, giving strategic
advantage over worldwide logistics, creating an equilibrium
between demand and supply while measuring performance globally.
A SCM system provides real-time visibility into operations integrates
these activities through improved supply chain relationships, to
achieve a sustainable competitive advantage. Below are the four key
elements to Supply Chain Management.

SCM transportation and logistics management software helps
manufacturers in navigating global supply chains. In addition to this,
it also helps users to discover unnecessary charges with a freight
payment audit and duplicate invoices. Software as a Service (SaaS)
are being added by vendors which helps in making these modules
simpler and more affordable

1. Supply Chain Planning: Here we determine a set of procedures
and policies that influence the supply chain. Planning includes the
promotions, determination of marketing channels, stock and
replenishment policies and production policies respective quantities
and timing,. Planning involves establishing the parameters for the
successful operation of supply chain.
2. Supply Chain Execution: Execution-oriented software
applications are used for effective procurement and supply of goods
and services across a supply chain. It includes manufacturing
warehouse and transportation execution systems, and systems
providing visibility across the supply chain.
3. Supply Chain Monitoring: The ability to review supply chain
activities in real-time, whether to identify the current status of
individual activities or review overall performance.
4. Supply Chain Measurement: Measurement is comparison of the
actual activity against targets. This is often used with scorecards of
benchmarks so that unusual or undesirable variances can be
identified and investigated.
Supply chain management modules [8][9]
Supply chain management systems can be used by the
manufacturers throughout the entire production process. The
modules include:
Supply chain planning system
A successful manufacturing SCM strategy starts with supply chain
planning software. Having the right supply chain planning software
can help in building a strategy for demand management and
production process planning. Supply chain planning software can
keep up with changes in manufacturing and help in adjusting daily
or weekly schedules.
Supply chain execution software
Supply chain execution software helps run day-to-day
manufacturing operations. Supply chain execution software when
combined with planning software, helps in management of the
supply chain, from production to shipping.
Supply chain visibility system
To stay ahead of problems and changes in the supply chain,
manufacturers rely on supply chain visibility software. Supply chain
visibility reduces supply chain risk by helping companies in meeting
critical manufacturing objectives such as quarterly revenue, on-time
delivery and production goals. It can also help manufacturers in
meeting global compliance regulations.

SCM inventory management software extends beyond tracking of
orders, materials and finished goods. It can also optimize inventory
levels and locations and tap into demand data to improve forecasts.
Inventory management modules generally come in two types of
suites -- inventory planning software and inventory optimization
software.
Supply value chain system
All the factors that add value to a product comprise the value chain.
Services on or related to the product like designing, manufacturing
and procurement are included in it. Demand and supply sides of
supply chain are brought together by software along with planning.

Supply chain network design system
It helps the manufacturers in locating and analyzing their customers,
suppliers and transportation options using this software. It can be
primarily put to use to create a business map of a company's global
supply chain network. Network design functionality helps in
optimization of supply chain by pinpointing the location of suppliers
and customers and also identifying where major transportation
lanes are located.
Supply chain event management system
With supply chain event management software, manufacturers are
able to identify and react quickly to changes in the supply chain.
Adapting to unexpected supply chain events is critical to survival in
global markets. If a supply chain event doesn't happen on schedule -say a shipment doesn't make its destination -- it can affect the
manufacturing process in small and large ways, including actually
stopping production.
SCM proof of delivery system
Guaranteeing that products reach the right customers is a critical
need for all manufacturers.SCM proof of delivery software helps
manufacturers meet this need from the delivery of final products
through customer payment collection. Shipping confirmations,
automated customer payments and optimized shipping routes are
just a few of the benefits of proof of delivery modules.
Supply chain forecasting system
Supply chain forecasting software is another important SCM module.
With it, manufacturers can use algorithms to create a forward
demand plan. SCM forecasting software also gives a company a view
of possible scenarios and provides options for handling specific
situations and resulting outcomes. Forecast planning is typically
bundled in with other capabilities, often in a demand planning
system
SCM asset management system
SCM asset management software helps manufacturers keep track of
physical pieces of equipment inside manufacturing facilities. It is
even more powerful when combined with other types of asset
management software, such as mobile asset management, used for
tracking shipping containers and boxes, and enterprise asset
management, used for tracking capital assets
Supply chain reporting system
Manufacturers can use supply chain reporting software to create an
in-depth analysis of their companies. This module looks at a
manufacturer's supply chain history and estimates future
production needs. A manufacturer might look at cutting back
production, or eliminating a particular supplier, and use the
104
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software to measure impact. Integration with business intelligence
data creates an even more comprehensive picture.

successful implementation of ERP hence it is done with significant
planning. Steps involved in data migration:

Parameters for successful SCM implementations [9]






The primary goal of any supply chain is to satisfy customer
needs and generat e profits. Supply chain activities begin with a
customer order and end when a satisfied customer has paid for
the purchas e (sales order fulfillment, order-to-cash, etc). Profit
is created when the customer pays more than the cost of
satisfying the customer’s needs. SCM, as with any other
enterprise-wide software system, can be succ essfully
implemented when the following are in plac e:
1. A clearly defined process-flow chart of the organization specifying
who the owners in each functional area.
2. Commitment to the project from management to ensure the rest
of the organization, and especially users, will make this happen.
3. An understanding of the financial aspect and expected return on
investment for the project.
4. A good understanding of what resources are required, in terms of
infrastructure, to see the project through
Implementation of ERP as Supply Chain Management tool [10]
1.

Process preparation

Through analysis of the existing business processes in the company
is required before implementation of ERP. Poor understanding of
the business process lead to failure of ERP projects. The prior
analysis helps the company to identify the opportunities for process
improvement and optimization.
2.

Configuration

It depends on the company how to customize according to their
needs. ERP system has got many changeable parameters that can be
altered based on the company’s requirements.
3.

Integrating SCM and ERP systems [9]
The integration of ERP and SCM systems is always easier with the
following considerations:
Business priorities: is it ERP first or SCM? In most cases, ERP starts
with financials and corporate workflow, and companies build on
from here.
Technology issues: if the ERP and SCM systems are on similar
technology platforms, integration is simpler to execute, decreasing
time to ROI.
Cost of implementation: a company must consider and evaluate
the cost impact of both systems being integrated, or if the software
only allows data transfer.
Total cost of ownership: can there be cost savings if both systems
processes can be merged, therefore reducing the points of data
capture, and integration of data and user interfaces can be enhanced.
Benefits of an integrated system [12]
There are many success stories and unfortunately much-hyped
failures as well. However, if most projects follow some simple
guidelines, companies can increase the chance of success, deliver on
time, and proudly involve the relevant group of users who utilize the
system to maximum gain. Some benefits to look forward to include:
1. Improved efficiencies, lower costs and improve productivity
2. Ability to provide better services to customers, and therefore
increase customer retention
3. Increased ability to manage resources through a streamlined
process, and in some cases, an automated workflow.

Customization

ERP vendors offer some customer configuration options that will
allow the company to incorporate their own rules.
4.

Identify the data to be migrated
Determine the time required for data migration
Generating data templates
Defining data archiving policies and procedures

Data migration

It is the process of copying and restructuring of data from the
existing system to the ERP database. Data migration is critical step in

4. Leveraging IT to enhance the speed of tasks and increase
production
5. Ability to cope with business changes in the future and to adapt to
changing rules and regulation, therefore enabling the organization
to compete more effective.

Table 1: The business functions of each area are illustrated
Functional areas of
operation
B
U
S
I
N
E
S
S
F
U
N
C
T
I
O
N
S

Marketing and Sales

Customer relationship
management
Sales Forecasting

Supply Chain
Management
Purchasing goods and raw
materials
Receiving goods and raw
materials
Transportation and
logistics
Scheduling production
runs
Manufacturing goods

Advertising

Plant maintenance

Marketing of a product
Taking sales order
Customer support

CONCLUSION


An ERP system can improve the efficiency of production and
purchasing processes. A production plan is created based on



Accounting and Finance
Financial accounting of payments from
customers and to suppliers
Cost allocation and control

Human
Resources
Recruiting and
training.
Training

Planning and budgeting

Payroll

Cash flow management

Benefits
Government
compliance

the forecast and shared with Purchasing so that raw materials
can be ordered properly.
Companies can do production planning without an ERP system, but
an ERP system that contains materials requirements planning
105
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allows Production to be linked to Purchasing and Accounting. This
data sharing increases a company’s overall efficiency.
Now a days company are building on their ERP systems and
integrated systems philosophy to practice supply chain
management (SCM), a strategy by which a company looks at
itself as part of a larger process that includes customers and
suppliers. Using information more efficiently along the entire
chain can result in significant cost savings. Because of the
complexity of the global supply chain, developing a planning
system that effectively coordinates information technology and
people is a considerable challenge.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
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